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This is one amazing story

This grandma just got some AMAZING NEWS about my grandson Colt!!!
For those of you who may not know us/him he was born with WS aka
Williams Syndrome and was diagnosed shortly after birth. Kids with WS
face many health and developmental challenges as they journey through
life.

Colt has been one of the lucky one`s not yet needing heart surgery.
However, last summer his parents were told that the time was inevitable
and if he could make it another 6 months the Drs would be surprised
because the pulmonary stenosis was getting so restricted and the
pressures in his heart were unstable.

TODAY when he went in for his appointment with the cardiologist he asked
his mother, what have you been doing...this kiddo looks great! His
pulmonary stenosis was almost like that of a normal child his age, barely
even noticeable and his pressures in his heart have stabilized so much so
that he has been cleared for another entire year!!!! That in itself is
amazing.

So, if you are like the Dr wondering what has changed and how this is
possible, it is one thing!!! Colt has been taking Kyani Sunrise and Nitro
once daily since July 5th....his Cardiologist was so happy to see these
results and looked over the products and told his mother to keep them
going! Dont stop, his results were miraculous!!!!

This is WHY i am such an avid Kyani fan. This is WHY you see Kyani all
over my facebook page. Kyani has impacted my grandson in ways nothing
else could. Not just his heart, his developmental delays have lessened, his
ability to speak has flourished....i simply cannot put into words how much
this product has done to help this child.

The crazy thing is, its just nourishment!! But look at this boy! Thank you
lord for bringing Kyani into my life so I could share it with this precious
child!!! �014 with Kandice Nicole Firley and Alyssa Nicole Firley.
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Currently taking Business Opportunity applications 

Conditions Apply

- You must be driven and have a no excuses mentality... See More
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